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Abstract: Video mosaicing techniques have been widely 

used in virtual reality environments. Especially in GIS field, 
video mosaics are becoming more and more common in repre-
senting urban environments. Such applications mainly use 
spherical or panoramic mosaics that are based on images taken 
from a rotating camera around its nodal point. The viewpoint, 
however, is limited to location within a small area. On the other 
hand, 2D-mosaics, which are based on images taken from a 
translating camera, can acquire data in wide area. The 2D-
mosaics still have some problems : it can’t be applied to images 
taken from a rotational camera in large angle. 

To compensate those problems , we proposed a novel method 
for creating video mosaics in 3D space. The proposed algo-
rithm consists of 4 steps: feature -based optical flow detection, 
camera orientation, 2D-image projection, and image registra-
tion in 3D space. All of the processes are fully automatic and 
successfully implemented and tested with real images. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Applications for video mosaics techniques are used in virtual 

reality environments, computer-game settings, and movie spe-
cial effects. Especially in GIS field, video mosaics are becom-
ing more and more common in civil engineering and admini-
stration that are representing urban environments, construction 
sites management, building permission and inspection, sign 
management, and facilities management. The mosaics algo-
rithms can be mainly divided into three categories: a 360-
degree panorama [1], a full sphere omni-directional image [2], 
and general video mosaics projected 2D space [3]. The spheri-
cal mosaics generated from the rotations relating images taken 
from a common optical center allow any number of images to 
be merged into a view (see fig.1) [2]. The panorama can be 
captured or generated in several ways. 1) By using a single 
camera and a special lens or some kind of mirror (conical, 
spherical, hyperboloidal, parabolpidal, etc.). Through the mir-
ror a single image can view the entire scene, or at least a very 
large field of view. 2) By using multiple cameras, or one rotat-
ing camera, and stitching their images into a single panorama 
(see fig.2) [1]. The camera mounted with fixed optical center 
on an indexed pan tilt head, itself attached to a tripod base. In 
those kinds of mosaics, the viewpoint is limited to locations 
within a very small area, usually along a circle of a meter in 
diameter. Under more general motion other than rotation, the 
method of video mosaics for visual navigation uses images 
taken from a translating camera mounted on an airborne or 
hand- hold and can generate mosaics projected 2D space (see 
fig.3) [3]. Based-on 2D space projection, its result is not ap-
plied to images taken from a camera in large angle.  
 

 
Fig. 1.Spherical mosaics 

 

 
Fig. 2. Cylinder mosaics (panorama) 
 

Fig. 3. General video mosaics in 2D space   
 

To compensate those problems, we propose a novel method 
for creating video mosaics in 3D space (see fig.4). The pro-
posed algorithm consists of 4 steps: feature-based optical flow 
detection, camera orientation, 2D-image projection, and image 
registration into 3D space. The overall flow of processing in 
our mosaicing system is illu s trated in Fig. 5.  

 

Fig. 4. Concept of the result of the proposed method 
 

 3D Viewer 



Fig. 5. Video mosaics in 3D space 
 

2. Feature-based Optical flow detection 
 
Camera orientation is computed utilizing optical flows 

which are obtained from sparsely located feature points that are 
detected using SUSAN algorithm [4]. Based on such feature 
points, the correlation and the contour style are computed and 
utilized to determine the best matching pair of feature points. 
The false optical flows, which are significantly diffe rent from 
others, are removed in the procedure of the repeated conversion 
using a median filter.  
 

3. Camera Orientation 
 
In our research, we assume that the interior orientation of the 

camera is already established and discuss about the ext erior 
orientation. Let P(X,Y,Z) denote the Cartesian coord inates of a 
scene point with respect to the camera (see Fig. 6), and let (x,y) 
denote the corresponding coordinates in the image plane. The 
image plane is located at the focal length f from the focal point 
o(

LLL ZYX ,, ) of a camera. The perspective projection of a 

scene point P(X,Y,Z) on the image plane at a point p(x,y) is 
expressed by: 
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33× rotation matrix. To solve the relative orientation with the 
collinearity equations (Eq.1), we can transfer from the non-

linearity of the equations to linearized form, Eq.1, using Taylor 
series approximations.  

Fig. 6. The coordinate system. The camera orientation 
from the global coordinate system XYZ to the camera coor-
dinate system X’Y’Z’ is expressed by the classical form of 
collinearity equations. 

zyx TTT ,, are camera translations 

and 
zyx ΩΩΩ ,, are camera rotations. 

 
The two first images of the sequence are used to determine a 

reference frame. The world frame is typically aligned with the 
first frame. The camera orientation of 2nd frame can be calcu-
late using the dependent relative orientation with the 5 optical 
flows and the 

2,2,

~
LL XX λ=  of current camera station, which is 

input by manual or average length of optical flows. We will 
show the method ofλ calculation in the geo-correction of cam-
era orientation to get real came ra trans lations as our future 
works. All of camera translations from 3rd frame to the last 
frame must be proportional to λ . The camera rotation angles, 

ZYX ΩΩΩ ,, , which are independent parameters to λ can be 

calculated by dependent relative orientation per frame. From 
3rd frame to the last image frame, the camera translation 

tLtLtL ZYX ,,, ,,  can be calculated the collinearity equations with 

the calculated camera rotations and the 2 optical flo ws tracked 
during 3 frames. The calculated camera orientation uses in the 
step of video mosaics in 3D space. 

 
4. 2D-image Projection 

 
The difficult point of creating mosaics in 3D space is from 

ZXZT ΩΩ ,,  excepted for the main camera motion, 
YYX TT Ω,, . 

To remove the 
ZXZT ΩΩ ,, effect to the creating mosaics in 3D 

space, we generate new image using projection function 
),,,,,( zyxzyx TTTf Ω∆ΩΩ∆∆∆ . The compensated camera 

orientation, 
yzyx TTT ∆Ω∆∆∆ ,,, , are calculated as : 

Feature-based optical flow detection  
1. Feature point (FP) extraction (SUSAN) 
2. FP match (Correlation, contour style) 
3. Miss-matched FP filter 

Camera Orientation 
1. Camera rotation (Dependent relative orientation) 
2. FP depth (Collinearity equations)  
3. Camera translation (Collinearity equations) 

2D-image Projection 
1. Compensated camera orientation calculating: 

yzyx TTT ∆Ω∆∆∆ ,,,  

3. New image creating by use of projection equations:  
),,,,,( zyxzyx TTTf Ω∆ΩΩ∆∆∆  

Image Registration in 3D Space 
1. Image plane registration in 3D space by use of camera orienta-
tion:

yyzLyLxL TZTYTX ∆Ω−Ω∆−∆−∆− ,,,  

2. Cutting of useless parts of image plane 
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Where t is image frame number. Fig 7 shows the process of 
generating a new image using the compensated camera orienta-
tion.  

 

(a) 

                      
(b) 

Fig.7 Creating new image by the compensated camera 
orentation. (a), (b), and (c) are 

xΩ ,
zΩ , and 

yzyx TTT ∆Ω∆∆∆ ,,,  compensations respectively. 

 
 

5. Image Registration in 3D space 
 
Image registration is  composed of registering images into 3D 

space and cutting of useless parts of image planes. In the step 
of registering image into 3D space, the equation of image plane 
is  calculated using camera orientation, (

xL TX ∆− , 

yL TY ∆− ,
zL TZ ∆− , 

yy ∆Ω−Ω ) (see Fig. 8.a). A crossing line 

between two planes determines useless parts of image planes 
(see Fig. 8.b). 

 
(a) (b) 

Fig. 8. Cutting of useless parts of image plane. 

6. Result 
The propose method has been applied to real images taken 

from a digital camera for creating mosaics in 3D space. For 
realizing the proposed method, we use Visual C++ 6.0 and 
OpenGL. Fig. 9.a is about registering of images into 3D space. 
Fig. 9.b is about cutting of useless part of image planes and 
shows left side of a house. Fig 9.c shows the front side of the 
house and Fig. 9.d shows the result at view-port with down-
ward angle. 

   
 (a)   (b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Fig. 9. Re sult of video mosaics in 3D space. 
 

7. Conclusions 
The novel method, creating video mosaics in 3D space, is pro-
posed in this paper. The result created by the proposed method 
is more powerful environment visualization than that by the 
previous research such as panorama, spherical mosaics, and 
general mosaics in 2D space, because it compensates the de-
fects of the previous research.  

The results created by the proposed method will be of great 
use in GIS field and commercial software. We can also obtain 
inexpensive 3D data and textures from stereo video mosaics 
applied the proposed method.  
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